
Date xxxxxxxxx 

Dear Mr Smith 

XYZ Property. Atown. 

Thank you for your instructions to provide you with a valuation report which will be prepared in 
accordance with the enclosed terms of engagement. Please read them carefully and if you are 
satisfied that they accurately reflect your instructions and the scope of the advice you require then 
please sign the copy and return it to me in the enclosed stamped addressed envelope. I will 
proceed with the inspection of the property in good faith pending receipt of the signed terms of 
engagement but I cannot release the report until they are returned. 

I also enclose an invoice for the agreed fee which is payable now. 

and hope to report within I have made an appointment to inspect the property next 
working days of my inspection.  

Yours Sincerely

 
A.N Example MSCSI

DISCLAIMER (Not to appear on letter to be sent to client) 

“These documents are intended as a general template only to assist suitably qualified valuation practitioners to comply 
with the requirement for minimum content of terms of engagement and valuation reports specified in VPS 1 and VPS 3 of 
RICS Valuation – Professional Standards.  SCSI/RICS make no representation as to their suitability to any particular 
situation or set of circumstances. The practitioner shall need to exercise their own skill and judgment to form a view as to 
their suitability to a given situation and will need to tailor them as they see fit in each case. Please note that the documents 
have been designed as a single suite and are intended for use in conjunction with each other and as such we recommend 
that care is taken to ensure that the individual documents remain consistent with each other. In particular, it is 
recommended that special care is taken to ensure statements describing the scope and depth of inspection and 
investigations and the attendant valuation assumptions referred to within the terms of engagement are consistent with 
corresponding statements made within the valuation report itself.” 

This document has been published with the kind permission of the RICS.
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